Outdoor Power Solutions

Outdoor Power Solutions

Always be ready for
The Great Outdoors

with Timeguard’s comprehensive product line-up of Weathersafe
Extreme, Weathersafe Vision & Powerseals outdoor power range!
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Operating Temperature -20°C to +40°C
Installtion Temperature Range 0°C to +40°C

WHEN LID CLOSED

Model: TPS202

x2 13A UK BS Female Sockets
100mm Hole Centres (Left / Right), 180mm Hole Centres (Top / Bottom)

What other outdoor power solutions can Timeguard offer me?
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One exciting new feature ugrade we have been working on is to introduce more flexibility
when using the product at a low installtion height, or close to ground. Previously our lids on the Weathersafe extreme
and Weathersafe Vision products had an opening angle of 90 degrees, but now, in line with customer feedback, we
have finalised a brand design that allows for an opening angle of 135 degrees,
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making it much easier to access the power sockets inside for your plug-in
equipment. This is a great example of how Timeguard responds to
45°
customer feedback, bringing both value and ease of use to the range we
have on offer. On top of this Timeguard has achieved UKCA approval for the
Weathersafe extreme, Vision and powerseal ranges, well ahead of the
deadline, and further showing our commitment to driving quality and
ease of use through our products. So, please keep a close eye-out in
2022 for further exciting updates to the Timeguard product ranges, as we
always strive to have plenty of flexible and simple to install products to offer
our customers based of market demand and customer feedback!
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Technical Speicifications
x3 2.5mm2 3 Core Cable Support
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We hear you loud and clear! Timeguard have always invested heaviliy into
new product designs to allow for both installers and end users to recieve a
simple and intuitive product with a premium design each and every time. The
TPS202 is the new product entry in the Powerseal range offering a compact twin
socket within a tough IP55 enclosure for various outdoor based installtions.
Features include a hinged lid for easy access to your outdoor power solutions,
eyelet feature option for padlocking the lid and a reinforced durable housing
design to keep up with the British weather. The spacious internal design allows
for transformers and plug-in timers to be connected quickly and easily, making
the TPS202 ideal for linked garden lighting and other outdoor appliances.

IP55 Weatherproof Rating

e all like to be prepared for every eventuality and have something in place for
when things go beyond our control, so thats why here at Timeguard we
believe in getting it right first time, every time. We always like to
take customer feedback into consideration in our R&D teams
when investing in new product deployment and future technologies and
innovations, and as such we are very excited to announce several key new
product devlopments in the weathersafe line-up expected from early 2022
as well our our Powerseal range. The weathersafe vision, extreme and
powerseal ranges have long been a staple for Timeguard and we are always
looking to improve a broader range of USP’s to stay one step ahead of the
competition and maintain our market leadership status!

So what’s changing and what can you expect from us?

Okay looks good but what about the new products...?

The FSTWIFITGV has received a comprehensive overhaul is now reintroduced as the FSTWIFITUTGV. This product is
now compatible for use with Amazon Alexa & Google Assistant, giving you an added layer of control over your home
(and appliances) with remote access at any time. On top of this the enclosure has been redesigned to give it a more
modern look and feel , a welcome refresh to the product. If that wasn’t enough,
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Timeguard has another brand new outdoor power solution to compliment its ever
FSTWIFITUTGV
growing Wi-Fi smart home range of products. The WF10COMIP is a IP55 version
of the WF10COM (“Wi-Fi in-line adapter”), giving the user the same enriched
purpose-built functionality but now with an even better scope for installtion
options as it is now rated for outdoor use. The product allows easy conversion of
your standard outdoor lighting circuits, garden water features and numerous
other suitable outdoor aplications to be Wi-Fi controlled thanks to the Tuya Smart
App, backed up by the Google/Alexa smart ecosystem, giving you peace of mind
knowing that you’re in control of your property in and outside the home. If you wish
to know more about any of the product ranges mentioned, please don’t hesitate to
contact our sales team at sales@timeguard.com for more detailed product data.
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Product Features

Weathersafe
enclosure

Weathersafe
See-though
durable cover

Anti-tamper locking
feature to prevent
energy theft

Simple click
to close, pull
to open catches

Multiple M20
screw-outs

Improved lid
articulation

Timeguard Victory Park,
400 Edgware Road,
London NW2 6ND
Tel: +44 (0) 2084508944
Email: sales@timeguard.com

for full details on these products please visit www.timeguard.com

Model: WF10COMIP

